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ABSTRACT

Biometric systems are vulnerable to the diverse attacks that

emerged as a challenge to assure the reliability in adopting

these systems in real-life scenario. In this work, we propose

a novel solution to detect a presentation attack based on ex-

ploring both statistical and Cepstral features. The proposed

Presentation Attack Detection (PAD) algorithm will extract

the statistical features that can capture the micro-texture vari-

ation using Binarized Statistical Image Features (BSIF) and

Cepstral features that can reflect the micro changes in fre-

quency using 2D Cepstrum analysis. We then fuse these fea-

tures to form a single feature vector before making a deci-

sion on whether a capture attempt is a normal presentation

or an artefact presentation using linear Support Vector Ma-

chine (SVM). Extensive experiments carried out on a publicly

available face and iris spoof database show the efficacy of the

proposed PAD algorithm with an Average Classification Er-

ror Rate (ACER) = 10.21% on face and ACER = 0% on

the iris biometrics.

Index Terms— Biometrics, Spoof, Attack detection,

Face, Iris

1. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, biometric systems have been deployed in nu-

merous security applications. As the adoption of biometric

system increases their vulnerability to various presentation

attack also gained momentum. The goal of the presentation

attack is to subvert a biometric system by presenting a bio-

metric artefact. Even though the vulnerability of the biomet-

ric system has been attested for all available modalities, the

face and iris biometric system have proven to be more vulner-

able [1–3]. This is because, no additional effort is required

to generate either face or iris biometric artefacts as one can

generate these artefacts by capturing a photo or video of the

legitimate subject even without its notice or one can also ob-

tain these images from the wide spread social media websites.

Furthermore, generating face and iris artefacts is not only easy

but also cost effective.
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There exists numerous PAD techniques that can be

broadly classified into three main groups namely: (1) Mo-

tion based schemes (2) Micro-texture based scheme (3) Im-

age quality analysis schemes. The micro-texture and motion

based schemes have proven their effectiveness especially for

facial biometrics [4] [5]. The motion based schemes are more

appropriate to video based presentation attacks where the idea

is to analyze the abnormal motion either using motion cor-

relation [6] or non-rigid motion analysis based on GMM [7]

or Eulerian magnification [7] or dynamic texture analysis [7].

Most of the micro-texture schemes for face PAD belong to

the class of Local Binary Patterns (LBP) [5] or to the filters

based on Difference of Gaussians (DoG) [8] in addition to

this, frequency analysis based on Fourier Transform is also

addressed [7]. The image quality analysis for the face PAD

algorithm involves analyzing the basic quality features like

sharpness, contrast, and etc. While for the iris PAD algo-

rithms basically involves analyzing the image quality. In [9],

25 different well established image quality measures are em-

ployed to detect the artefact (or fake) iris sample. While

in [10] image quality measure like local and global contrast,

frequency distribution rates in addition to Gray Level Co-

occurrence matrix (GLCM) is employed that shows the best

performance in the LivDet 2013 competition [3].

In this work, we present a novel PAD algorithm based

on statistical features extracted using BSIF [11] and the Cep-

stral features extracted using 2D-Cepstrum [12]. The pro-

posed PAD algorithm forms a generic solution for both face

and iris biometric modality and thus different from the state-

of-the-art PAD schemes. Given a biometric sample, the pro-

posed PAD algorithm will extract both BSIF and 2D Cep-

strum features separately, which are then fused to form a sin-

gle feature vector before obtaining a decision using the lin-

ear SVM. Extensive experiments are carried out on the face

and iris publicly available database. For face we employed

CASIA face spoof database [8] by considering its variabil-

ity not only in generating the artefacts but also its capturing

protocols that includes three different cameras with varying

resolutions. For the iris analysis we choose ATVS- Fake Iris

database [13] that comprised of 50 subjects with 800 iris arte-

facts. We also present the comparative analysis of our pro-

posed scheme with the well-established state-of-the-art PAD

schemes in both face [8] [5] and iris [9] [13].



The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2

presents the proposed PAD algorithm, in Section 3 we dis-

cuss the results obtained on the proposed PAD scheme and

conclusion is drawn in the Section 4.

2. PROPOSED PAD ALGORITHM

Figure1 shows the block diagram of the proposed PAD algo-

rithm that employs two different feature extraction schemes

namely 2D-Cepstrum [12] and BSIF [11]. We then fuse these

two feature vectors by concatenation to form a single vector

before obtaining a decision using linear SVM classifier as ex-

plained below.

2.1. Feature Extraction using 2D Cepstrum

The 2D Cepstrum based feature extraction is one of the most

successful and widely used technique in the domain of speech

and image processing. Thus, inspired by its wide success in

various speech and image processing areas, we propose its

exploration to assess the presentation attack detection in bio-

metric systems. Most of the attacks are presented by creating

a biometric artefact in the form of either a photo or replaying

a video in front of capturing device. Hence these presented

artefacts when captured by the devices (or cameras) will tend

to exhibit a larger frequency components when compared to

that of real biometric samples. Since these high frequencies

can be more emphasized using 2D Cepstrum by exploring the

non-uniform binning of the spectral information. It is our as-

sertion that, the use of 2D Cepstrum features can present com-

prehensive information which in turn can be used to detect the

presentation attacks on the biometric system.

Let y(a, b) be the captured biometric sample, then the 2D

Cepstrum can be computed by the following four steps. First,

obtain the 2D Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) of y(a, b) as

following:

Y (A,B) =
1

N

∑

a

∑

b

y(a, b) ∗ e−j2π(ua+ub/N) (1)

In the next step, divide the obtained DFT data from Eq.1 into

non-uniform bins in a logarithmic manner and compute the

energy of each bin as follows:

|E(m,n)2| =
∑

k,l∈B(m,n)

w(k, l)Y (k, l) (2)

Where, B(m,n) is the (m,n)th cell of the logarithmic grid

corresponding to the weight w(k, l). Since bins are smaller

at low frequencies when compared to higher frequencies, the

use of 2D Cepstrum will emphasis the high frequencies. Fi-

nally, the 2D Cepstrum are computed using inverse 2D DFT

as follows:

ŷ(p, q) = F−1
2

(

log
(

|E(m,n)2|
))

(3)

Where p, q denote the 2D Cepstral frequency coordinates and

F−1
2 denotes the 2D inverse DFT.

Figure 2 and 3 illustrates the qualitative results of the 2D

Cepstrum obtained on both real face and iris with its arte-

facts biometric samples. Here, it is interesting to observe

that, the presence of artefact samples denote the increase in

the strength of high frequency components (observed as the

dark color in the Figure 2). This justifies the applicability

of the proposed 2D Cepstum for accurate presentation attack

detection.

Real Face Photo attack Mask Attack Replay Attack

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 2. Qualitative results of the proposed PAD algorithm on

face (a) Raw images (b) 2D Cepstrum results (c) BSIF results
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Fig. 3. Illustration of qualitative results obtained using pro-

posed PAD algorithm on ATVS fake iris biometrics

2.2. Binarized Statistical Image Features (BSIF)

The idea of the BSIF is to represent each pixel as a binary

code obtained by computing its response to a filter that are

trained utilizing the statistical properties of the natural im-

ages. In this work, we employed the open-source filters [11]

that are trained using 50000 image patterns randomly sampled

from 13 different natural images [14]. The learning process to

construct these statistically independent filters involves three
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Fig. 1. General block diagram of the proposed spoof-resistant biometric system

main steps (1) Mean subtraction of each patch (2) Dimension-

ality reduction using Principle Component Analysis (PCA)

(3) Estimation of statistically independent filters (or basis)

using Independent Component Analysis (ICA). Thus, given

a biometric sample y(a, b) and a filter hi , the filter response

is obtained as follows [11]:

ri =
∑

x,y

y(a, b)hi(x, y) (4)

Where x and y denotes the size of the 2D face image patch

and hi, ∀i = {1, 2, . . . , n} denotes the number of linear filters

whose response can be computed together which in turn is

binarized to obtain the binary string as follows [11]:

bi =

{

1, if ri > 0

0, otherwise
(5)

Finally, the BSIF features are obtained as the histogram of

pixel’s binary codes that can effectively characterize the tex-

ture components in the 2D face/iris image, which are denoted

as Sy .

Figure 2 - 3 show the qualitative results of the BSIF fea-

tures and illustrate the presence of minor differences in tex-

ture and smoothness characteristics that were effectively cap-

tured using BSIF features. That further justifies our proposed

BSIF features for this precise application.

2.3. Feature level fusion and classification

After obtaining both 2D Cepstral (ŷ(p, q)) and statistical

(Sy) features, we perform the feature level fusion by carry-

ing out feature concatenation to obtain a new feature vector

Fe = (ŷ(p, q)||Sy). We then employ the linear SVM classi-

fier to determine whether the captured sample belongs to real

or artefact. The SVM classifier is first trained using a set of

positive (real faces) and negative (artefact) samples accord-

ing to the standard protocol described for both face and iris

database.

2.4. Baseline face and Iris system

In order to evaluate the performance of 2D face recogni-

tion system, we employ the well-established face recognition

baseline system based on the Sparse Representation Classifier

(SRC) [15]. While for the iris biometric, we employed the

scheme based on the mean absolute deviation as proposed in

Li Ma et al. [16].

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

We evaluate the proposed PAD scheme on publicly available

face and iris spoof databases. For face, we select the CASIA

face spoof database [8] as it comprised of three different ways

of generating face biometric artefacts namely photo, mask

and replay attacks played using tablet (RA) from 50 subjects.

In addition, the artefacts are recorded using three different

resolution sensors that allows one to study the role of PAD

algorithms across various variations due to camera resolution

and artefacts when compared to other available databases. For

iris biometric, we employed the ATVS fake iris database [13]

that comprised of 50 subjects whose artefacts are generated

by printing the real iris on the high quality paper before cap-

turing with LG EOU3000 device.

Experimental results presented in this work are carried

according to the protocol presented by the corresponding face

and iris spoof databases. The performance of the proposed

PAD algorithm is measured using two kind of errors [17]

namely: (1) Attack Presentation Classification Error Rate

(APCER) where attack (fake or artefact) presentation incor-

rectly classified as normal (real) presentation. (2) Normal

Presentation Classification Error Rate (NPCER) where nor-

mal presentation incorrectly classified as attack samples.

Finally, the performance of the overall PAD algorithm is pre-

sented in terms of Average Classification Error Rate (ACER)

such that, ACER = (APCER+NPCER)
2 thus, the lower the

ACER Values the better is the performance.

Table 1. Performance of the proposed PAD with varying res-

olution on CASIA face spoof database

Training Set

Performance on Testing Set in ACER (%)

Low Resolution (LR) Middle Resolution (MR) High Resolution (HR)

Photo Mask RA Photo Mask RA Photo Mask RA

LR 6.75 7.94 2.10 0.07 0.25 2.18 0.00 0.03 0.22

MR 3.95 3.58 2.75 4.40 7.05 4.62 0.07 0.03 0.10

HR 0.02 0.27 0.01 0.05 0.02 0.02 8.16 10.55 2.14



Table 1 shows the performance of the proposed PAD algo-

rithm on the CASIA face spoof database. Here, we present a

comprehensive analysis to understand the role of image reso-

lutions (or interoperability to different cameras) especially on

the presentation attack and its impact on the proposed PAD

scheme. To this extent, we train the proposed PAD system

with the samples captured in one resolution (or one camera)

at a time i.e. for instance, we train the PAD system with Low

resolution samples and measure its performance with the arte-

facts generated using all three kind of resolutions namely Low

Resolution (LR), middle Resolution (MR) and High Resolu-

tion (HR). Based on the obtained results, it is interesting to

observe that, the performance of the PAD algorithm shows

the strong relationship with the artefacts generated with dif-

ferent resolutions. It can be observed that, when a PAD sys-

tem is trained only with LR samples, it fails to detect the

artefacts generated using the samples captured by the same

camera (or same resolution) when compared to other camera

resolutions. Thus the proposed PAD algorithm shows larger

ACER values when trained with LR samples and tested with

artefacts generated using LR samples when compared to the

artefacts generated using MR and HR. In fact, we observed

similar performance with the state-of-the-art PAD algorithms

based on LBP [5] and also on DoG filters [8] for simplicity,

we have not included in this work. This experiment strongly

suggests that, the influence of attacking the biometric system

does not depend upon how good the biometric artefact is gen-

erated rather depends on the camera characteristics especially

the resolution. Thus, if the attacker can successfully gener-

ate the artefact from the face sample captured using similar

kind of the camera used by the biometric system on which

he is intended to attack, then the vulnerability of such a sys-

tem is very high for these kind of attacks. Table 2 shows

Table 2. Comparative performance of the proposed PAD

scheme on CASIA face and ATVS iris fake databases
Face Iris

Algorithms ACER (%) Algorithms ACER (%)

LBPu2
3×3 - LDA [5] 21.01 IQA [9] 2.20

LBPu2
3×3 - SVM [5] 18.21 Quality features [13] 3.10

DoG - SVM [8] 26.72 GLCM [10] 5.60

Proposed Scheme 10.21 Proposed Scheme 0.00

the quantitative performance of the proposed scheme on both

face and iris spoof databases. In addition, we also present

the comprehensive comparison of the proposed scheme with

the well adopted state-of-the-art schemes in both face and iris

attack detection. It can be observed from the Table 2 that,

the proposed PAD algorithm outperformed the state-of-the-

art schemes in both face and iris biometrics. The proposed

PAD shows the best performance of ACER = 10.21% by

improving the performance by 8% when compared with three

different existing schemes on face biometrics. Further, the

proposed PAD algorithm has demonstrated the impressive re-

sults of ACER = 0% on iris biometrics and emerged as ro-

bust and generic solution for presentation attack detection for

this biometric modality.
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Fig. 4. Verification performance of the face biometrics system

with and without proposed PAD algorithm

Figure 4 shows the verification performance of the face

biometric system with and without our proposed PAD algo-

rithm. It can be observed that, the presence of artefacts will

drastically degrade the overall performance of the face bio-

metric system by increasing both False Match Rate (FMR)

and False Non Match Rate (FNMR) (as indicated by the red

line in Figure 4). Further, it is also noted that, by adopting

the proposed PAD algorithm we can improve the performance

of the face biometric system to the nearly same performance

where no attacks are presented (as shown in the green (base-

line) and blue (baseline with proposed PAD)). Similar obser-

vation can also be noted for the iris biometric system as shown

in the Figure 5. It is interesting to observe here that, the pro-

posed PAD algorithm has completely discarded the attacks

so that the overall system performance is undisturbed (as ob-

served from the complete overlapping of green (baseline) and

blue line (baseline with proposed PAD) in the Figure5. This

strongly justifies the accuracy, robustness and applicability of

the proposed PAD algorithm on both face and iris biometrics.

4. CONCLUSION

In this work, we presented a novel PAD algorithm that forms

a generic solution for mitigating the attacks on both face and

iris biometrics. The proposed method explores both micro-

texture variation using Binarized Statistical Image Features

(BSIF) and micro-frequency variations using 2D Cepstrum.

We then combine these two features before obtaining the de-

cision using linear SVM. Extensive experiments are carried
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Fig. 5. Verification performance of the Iris biometric system

with and without proposed PAD algorithm

out on the publicly available databases of face and iris bio-

metrics. In addition, we present additional experiments that

shows the performance of the proposed PAD algorithm with

various camera resolution. Our experiments with various

camera resolution especially on the face biometrics shows the

sensitivity of the camera interoperability on the presentation

attack detection. Further, experimental results also revealed

that, the proposed PAD algorithm emerged as the best scheme

with an ACER = 10.21% on face and ACER = 0% on

the iris modality that further justifies the applicability of our

proposed PAD algorithm in real-life scenarios.
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